Hydrant / Spanner Wrenches

Description
FPPI Spanner Wrenches feature all aluminum construction for light weight corrosion resistance. Multiple sizes and styles fit pin lug or rocker type fittings.

Combination Spanner Wrench
All aluminum construction for light weight and corrosion resistance. For use with 1½” or 2½” pin lug fittings.

Common Spanner Wrench, 2½”
All aluminum construction for light weight and corrosion resistance. Two sizes for either 2½” or 1½” pin or lug type fittings.

Universal Spanner Wrench
FPPI’s light weight Universal Spanner Wrench features all aluminum construction. Can be used for pin type or rocker type lugs. Slotted for common gas valve operation and pry bar end for breaking seals or breakable caps.

Adjustable Hydrant Wrench
FPPI’s adjustable Hydrant Wrench is adjustable for pentagonal nuts on hydrants and will accommodate pin or rocker lug swivels. Handle is plated steel with a bronze Wrench head.

Specifications
Sizes:
09-292-00 Combination Spanner Wrench 2½” x 1½”
09-293-00 Common Spanner Wrench 1½”
09-294-00 Common Spanner Wrench 2½”
09-295-00 Universal Spanner Wrench
09-296-00 Adjustable Hydrant Wrench
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